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Modern medicine is currently benefiting from the development of new genomic and proteomic techniques, and also from the development of ever more sophisticated clinical imaging devices. This will mean that the clinical assessment of a patient's medical condition could, in the near future, include information from both diagnostic imaging and DNA profile or protein expression data. The Physiome Project of the International Union of Physiological Sciences (IUPS) is attempting to provide a comprehensive framework for modelling the human body using computational methods which can incorporate the biochemistry, biophysics and anatomy of cells, tissues and organs. A major goal of the project is to use computational modelling to analyse integrative biological function in terms of underlying structure and molecular mechanisms. To support that goal the project is establishing web-accessible physiological databases dealing with model-related data, including bibliographic information, at the cell, tissue, organ and organ system levels. This paper discusses the development of comprehensive integrative mathematical models of human physiology based on patient-specific quantitative descriptions of anatomical structures and models of biophysical processes which reach down to the genetic level.